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A BOUND FOR ENTIRE HARMONIC FUNCTIONS
OF THREE VARIABLES*

By CHI YEUNG LO, Michigan State University

In [6], Professor R. P. Gilbert has obtained an upper bound and a lower bound for
an entire GASPT1 function by the integral operator method. Similar methods can be
applied to estimate bounds for harmonic functions of three variables xx , x2, x3 .

Definition. Let g(u, f) be an analytic function defined by

g(u, f) = z Z an,mU--1r
n=0 *»■=—»

in some region in the space C2 (space of two complex variables). g(u, f) is said to belong
to the class K if g(u, f) is entire in the u'1 plane and the variable f is restricted to some
compact subset in the f-plane.

Let g(u, f) be defined on B(R, d) = {|w| > R] X {1 — 5 < |f| < 1 + 5}. Then
the three dimensional harmonic functions u(xi , x2, x3) = U(r, 0, 0) regular at infinity
can be generated by the Whittaker-Bergman operator, written as

(D U(r, d, <f>) = B3[g] = f g(u, f) &

where

U(r, e, 4>) = £ £ ^(nw, m)! (—i)t"r~"~\P™(cos 6)e"^ , \— <<J I J. «\w.- IVjt
n=0 m^—n

and

u = rjcos 6 + i sin 0(e"Vf + f/O} •
If we analytically continue xx , x2, x3 into the complex number space, and introduce

the complex spherical variables

T = +(z? + x\ + xiy/2, T] = +(xx + ix2/xx — ix2)1/2, and £ = xjr

then an inverse operator BJl[U] can be constructed as

(2) g{s, f)

where u = r[£ -f (i/2)(1 — £2)1/2(f/v + v/?)] and U(r, £, ?j) is analytic in the poly-
cylinder
D(e, , e2 , e3)

- {(r, S, v) I bf > ^ ; |1 - ll + |1 + f I < 2 + e2 , 1 - e3 < M < I + e3}.

For details of the construction of these operators, please refer to [5].
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Definition. We shall say II(r, f, tj) belongs to the class E in Cs (space of three
complex variables) if H(r, £, r)) is entire in the r~l plane while the other variables £, j?
are confined to some compact subsets in their respective planes.

Remark. If xx, x2, x3 are real, then £ = cos 9, v ~ e*', and U(r, £, ??) = U(r, 6, <j>).
We shall say U(r, 9, <j>) belongs to the class ER in the Ii* space if U(r, 9, <f>) is entire
in the variable r-1 while — ir< 0 < tt and 0 < 4> < 2ir, i.e., U(r, 6, <j>) is an entire harmonic
function regular at infinity in the R3 space.

By the maximum principle for two complex variables, |g(u, f)| attains its maximum
on the Bergman-Silov boundary of B(R, 8), and is denoted by Mg{R, 5). By elementary
estimates, \u\ < (1 + t) jr| for sufficiently small e', then we have, from (1),

(3) \U(?,e,4>)\<M.(R,i)
which holds for |r| > R/( 1 + «')•

This result can be extended to the case when g(u, f) is in the class K. Since all the
terms of g(u, f) involve only the negative powers of u, we are interested in investigating
the asymptotical behavior of g{u, .(") when R —» 0 by restricting f in the compact set
{f I 1 - 5 < |r| < 1 + 5).

Suppose M,(R, 5) has the order of growth X, 0 < X < °o, with respect to l/R for
any fixed but arbitrary 5, then we have asymptotically,

(4) exp (/Tx+<) < MJR, 5) < exp (/?e"x~*)

for every « > 0.
It follows from (3) that

(5) \Mu(R, e2 , e3) | < exp

where M„(R, e2, e3) = sup | U(r, d, <j>)|, (r, 6, <f>) t e2, e3) with — (1 + e')/2R2-
In order to obtain a lower bound for M,-(!{, e2 , e3), we consider the inverse operator

BJW]. From properties concerning Cauchy integrals of analytic function of several
complex variables, [4, p. 53], both U(r, £, i?) and g(s, £) are analytic if their kernels
g(u, f) and (r(s + u)/(s — u)2)U(r, 77) are analytic in their respective domains of
definition, and their paths of integration are piecewise smooth curves. It is therefore
easy to observe that if g(u, <;) is in the class K, then U(r, £, rj) is in the class E. The con-
verse is also true provided that we can confine the variables s, u in suitable domains
such that the function mir, s, u) = r{s + u)/(s — u)2 remains bounded.

Let \r\ = R and |s| = 2R = Rt . Then

Im(r, s, u) | r(s + u)
(s - u) '-

H {[si + lull R\2R + (1 + e')Ii\ 3 + 6^
- {|s| — \u\}2 ~ R\2 -1-0 - 1 -

For sufficiently small t, say 0 < t < 1/3, |m(r, s, u)\ < 5.
Let Xi , x2 , x3 be real, then U(r, 17) = U(r, 9, <f>). If U(r, 9, <f>) is in the class ER ,

then g(s, f) is in the class K) an estimate for a lower bound of U(r, 9, <f>) shows that

(6) exp (Z?7X+') < M„{Rl , $) < 5MV{R, e2 , €3).

(7) exp (7TXt') = exp (R~x+')/» < MJR, e, , e3)-
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Hence,

jTx+<" = R^' - log 5

R~x+~'/R;*+t = 1 - (log 5)/(fi7x+<) = 1 - R\" log 5.
As /?j —♦ 0, we have R'x+'/R^+' ~ 1

R"x+E = 2~X+'R~X*'

R~' ss 2~X+'R'

i log R ( — X + e) log 2 + « log

e~e + ( — X + e) log 2/log i?.

As R —* 0, we have e e. From (7), we get

(8) exp (/rX+<) < e2 , e3).

Combining the inequalities (5) and (8) we have proved:

Theorem 1. Let U(r, 6, <j>) be an entire harmonic junction, regular at infinity, in
R3-space. Then there exists a number X (its order) such that for R sufficiently small and
« > 0, the maximum modulus MV{R, e2 , e3) for U(r, 6, <f>) is bounded by

(9) exp (iTx+<) < MV{R, «2 , e3) < exp (fl"x-).

Theorem 1 implies the function U(r, 6, <t>) has the same order as its entire associate
g(u, f), and vice versa.

A formula on the type of an entire function U(r, 6, <t>) of order X can be derived
from the corresponding formula of its associate function g(u, f) from (1).

Theorem 2. Let U(r, 9, <j>) be an entire harmonic junction regular at infinity of order
X. Then the type a of

U(r, M)=EZ a„,mr-n-1P™(cos 9)eim*
n-0 m = —n

is given by the formula

(10) ^ e_ s, (eaX)1/x = lim sup n(n + l)1/x |a„„|I/<n+1>

where g(u, f), the associate of U(r, 8, <j>) in (1), has B(R, 8) as its domain of definition.
Proof. The associate function g(u, f) is defined by

co n | ton!

where

9(u, f) = E En (n _"m)! (-irru—1 = E p.Wtr-1

P,(f) = E 6,..r = E O... ̂ 3^! (-*rr.
m = —n

Let MPn(8) = sup^j^if|<1+3 |P„(f)|. Considering the function </(m, f) as a function
of the variable u alone, and applying Cauchy's inequality, we obtain

(11) MPn(S) < M„(R, 8)Rn+1.
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By our previous remark, g(u, f) is entire with respect to 1/u, of order X and type a,
say. Then

MPn(8) < exp (aR~*)Rn+1 for all R when R —* 0.

The minimum value of R is obtained when R = (a\/(n + l))1/x. Hence,

(12) MPn(S) < (ea\/(n + l))<n+1)/x.

P„(f) is analytic in the annulus 1 — 5 < |f| < 1 + 5. Using the representation
formula for the Laurent coefficients for P„(f), we have

pn(r) df
f"m-« J

TO+ 1 7

1 - 5 < p < 1 + s.
b"'m 2« /

Then

I6..-I < MPSS)p".
In order to estimate |6„,m| for different m and a fixed n, we consider two cases:
(i) m > 0, the maximum bound Ml for |6„ J occurs at p = 1 — 5, m = n. Hence

Mi = Af,.(5)/( 1 - b)\
(ii) m < 0, the maximum bound M2 for |6„,„| attains when p = 1 + S, m = — n.

Hence, M2 — MPnW(l + 8), but

My - M2 = ^,.,,,[(1 - 5)"" - (1 + 5)"]

= MPnW82[l + (1 - 52) + •••](! ~ 5)"" > 0.

For each n, m = —n, —n + 1, •••,»— 1, n, the maximum bound for bn,m occurs
when m — n and R2 — 1 — 5. Hence,

(13) |6.,.| = max \bn,m\ < MPnW( 1 - «)"" < (e«X/(n + l))(n+I,/x(l/(l - S))'+\

Select a subseries <j(u, f) = bn.nfu'"'1 of g(u, f). We have

lira sup |b„,„| > limsup
n—»co m + n—»<»

We can derive the formula for the type of (j(u, f), considered as an entire function
of one complex variable in 1/u, as

(14) limsup (» + 1)1A |6„.„r/(n+I> = r (e«X)1/x see [3, p.292].
n—>co A 0

This implies

= limsup (» + l)1/x |6„.n|1/(n+1> = limsup (n + l)1/x
\J- 0) n-*co n-»oo

= limsup - (n -f- l)1 |a„
n_»oo C

| l/(n + l)

This completes the proof.
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